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Neighbors rally
to clean up area
’Crackdown’ begins
with spring cleaning
By ’Meta Herrera
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’

f?’"

Primo BY Alm CRABB Spartan Daily
Carmen McCarson, whose son attends Lowell Elementary School on Seventh Street in San Jose, helps to rake up
the playground at the school while children take some time to play on the swings.

The south downtown community was out early Saturday
morning cleaning up their neighborhood. "Operation
Crackdown," which was announced last week, began AS
various members of the community came out to Lowell
Elementary School to help clean up the south campus area.

The organizer of Saturday’s event was Community
( :oordinator ’torn Saggau.
"Community members are spread out throughout the
community clean’.ng up," *gait said.
Crackdown volunteers varied irons SISU students, group
home members. City Works, parents. SII’l) and the
University Police Department.
The different chores included removing gt atfiri. sweeping out gutters and storm drains, repainting c tabs and
removing liter. Later in the afternoon there was barbecue
aided by the SJSU Dining Commons for volunteers who
pitched in. There was also a hike give-away donated by
SJSU.
Located on different blocks were huge. green bends

See Crackdown, page 10

A.S. election
under cloud
of controversy
By Rowena Millado
Spartan Daily Campus Editor
A new Associated Students president was elected "rhursday,
however complaints were filed regarding alleged election violations which deemed the results as provisionary.
ISU Party’s presidential candidate Jeff Batuhan won by a
narrow margin over opponent Roland Roth. For the total ot
1,544 students who voted in the nw, day dee tions, Batuhan
received 819 votes vs. Roth’s 751 votes.
According to A.S. faculty .n.visc I ii re Barnett. three complaints were submitted Thursday prior to the final vote count.
The A.S. Board will discuss the allegations and call a special
meeting to do so and not At the upcoming A.S. Board meeting
Wednesday, said AS. vice president Mike Yaghmai.
Yaghmai, elected to the Academic Senate, said he could not
specify what the allegations were because the A.S. Board has
not yet addressed these allegations.
"lithe issues could have been avoided, (the board) may call
another special election." Yaghmai said, lithe allegations were
unavoidable, then the election results would stand and
Batuhan would assume the presidential scat the second week in
May.
Batuhan’s win punctuated a clean sweep by the 5151 Party
See Election, page 10

Caret to address
campus safety
Students’ concerns to be discussed
By Catherine Spencer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Safety and crime :ire top concerns of San Jose State
University students according to Presidential Intern Jeff
Huynh.
"Students, especially women, don’t feel the university is
safe," said Presidential Intern let:Ann Thompson. "People
aren’t comfortable walking around at night because there are
many shadowy, dark plates like the area around 10th Street
Garage."
To give students an tipportunity to voice their anxieties,
President Robert Caret has arranged A ( :ampus Safety
Discussion tonight at in p.m in rooms 285 and 287 of thc
Engineering Building.
"President Caret, Councilman David Pandori, and It’ I’
Police Chief Ric Abeyta will be on hand to listen to student
concerns and identify problem areas on campus," ii sin ii said
1 Isere will be a one -hour discussion followed by a campus
night walk."
According to &lamina State lniversity crime statistics,
there were a total of 411 comes rcpt tried At SJSU in 1995. ( It
these offenses, 19 were violent in nature and .492 involved
property theft.
See Safety Walk, page 7
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The last thing students
need is financial debt
By Andrew ’lunacy
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
lure you by yelling, "Hey, want a free T-shirt?"
They
Enticed by the thought of receiving something fin free,
you follow the sound of their voices like an obedient
dog. Once you are in front (lithe table they have set up in front
tif the Student Union, they spring the trap, handing you a form
and a pen and instructing you to fill it out completely. You
walk away with a dazed expression on your face and a cheap Tshirt in your hand.
A month later you receive a credit t ad in the mail. The Tshirt is long gorse, but now you have a piece of plastic with a
$1,000 limit, a hill that comes in the Iliad every month and a
serious lack of will power.
Brandon Smith is a 21 -year-old advertising major who
receives A credit card bill every month along with other bills.
Despite winking almost 40 hours a week, Smith still owes
with $2,500 owed to
various creditors almost $10,000
Mastercard and more than $5,000 in student loans.
"That debt hanging over your head is the worst feeling in the
world because you don’t own anything until all that is paid off,"
he said. "Even now, every paycheck that I get isn’t really mine."
With all the costs college students lace every day, front ris
mg tuition fees to rent, the last thing most of them Weill to
need is more debt
Nevertheless, ’natty students still apply (or credit cards and
take out student loans. Some are finding it is All too easy to rat k
up seemingly insurmountable amounts of debt even before
graduating and entering the job market
According to Smith, the amount of debt he has is affecting
his plans.
"All my future earnings when I grAltime will go toward my
debt, at least or a little while," he said. "’that’s going to be dif
ficult for me becatISC entering the job market is tough enough
without eXtIA debt weighing you down."
Marilyn Thain, president of Consumer Credit Counseling

Tomorrow
Councilman David
Pandori discusses
key issues such as
the city-SJSU
library and Project
Crackdown

See Credit Hell, page 7
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Candidates prepare for county run-off election
By Jana Seshadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"1 must lie crazy," responded
Don Gage, when asked why he was
running for District 1 ( :minty Board
Supervisor in the election run-off
’Itiesday.
After a few seconds (if laughter,
Gage, currently part-time Mayor of
Gilroy serving a second term and
who tlaims to work more than fulltime hours, cited two other reasons
for his decision. Gage said the South
County area has not been adequately
represented in the past, and the
board needs someone with a different point of view.
Although the County Board scat

is nun -pan cant, RA111111111.111 ( ;age
it makes A different t when the
board is made up cub supervisors who
are not from the sante par iv
Gage said liisi ii I .1 ’,mita
Clara County, whir h Si liii lies Irmo
Los Gatos to ( olroy, ciii 01111LOWS A
Inn of agricultural and undeveloped
land, which will be a significant issue
for the county’s tonsuleration 1 he
rapid and dynamic growth ill ’Hilton
in the
Valley is bound to 41111 14iv
South County, to shun sot Ii AS
(;iIroy, (;age said.
As mayor of Gilroy. ()age has balanced the city’s budget every year
even during the recession in the 80s.
SARI

See Gage, page 8

By Yank() Agawa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
After lighting with the sometimes
stormy world ot the Santa Clara
Valley Water Distill I, Rosemary
Kann.’ den sled to build bridges
within the ommunity as a county
supery Ill it
WI/
different candidates,
1 fins (age a lid Rosemary KAFIRI,
will face cach other ill the run-off
election for die District 1 seat on the
Santa ( Lira ( ounty Board of
Supervisors I iiesday.
"A lot of dilferent partnership
and collaboration is necessary to
solve problems," KaR1C1 said.
She hopes to bring her broad

expel ten, working on ii/111111l11111V.
state :mil leder:11 levels olio the many
challenges the county la, is
\favor
KAntei’s opponent, (
Gage, A 16 -year veteran oi i Ins
City ( :mint il, earned 28.5 ’,erten’
ol the vote in the Feb. 4 special election, while Kamei, Santa ( :lara
Nt’allry Water l)istrict board member
and a businesswoman, came in second place with 17.9 percent.
Although the supervisor scat is
non-partisan, ( ;age has emphasned
he is a conservative Republican, and
Kamei has liven officially endorsed
by the I)emocratic Party.
Terry Christensen, head of San
Jose State llniversity’s political sci-

See Kama’, page 8
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SJSU students should learn the importance of voting
Jose State University students don’t
San
care about their school. Their apathy
extends from student organizations to
Associated Students whose sole purpose is
to represent them and their needs. The
embarrassing voter turnout at last week’s
AS. elections confirms that students disinterest has reached an all-time low.
Granted, SJSU is a commuter school.
Many students drive to and from class, supporting a full-course load while often times
struggling to maintain two jobs.
It is understandable that students may
find it hard to feel as if they are part of the
campus community when commuting has

made it difficult to be active in campus
clubs or organizations.
However, there is no excuse for students
who ignore their right to vote. Only 1,544
students voted at last week’s election.
With more than 25,000 students at
SJSU, it is a disgrace that not even half were
concerned enough to vote.
What will it take to get students to vote?
SJSU is an institution of higher learning;
perhaps the university should implement a
requirement that makes students take a class
that solely teaches the importance of voting.
However, one would think by the time students got to this level, the message would

Editorial
have already been ingrained.
This election alone featured ballot measures that will significantly affect policies and
programs on campus.
For example, ’Measure I" would have
allowed the overlapping of the legislative and
judicial branches a policy that would have
made it difficult to interpret policies objectively.
Not only arc students too lazy to vote,
they couldn’t care less about improving the

university by participating in student government. Out of 17 candidates running for
election, 12 ran uncontested including
the position for vice president.
What’s more incredulous is the issue of
misappropriated funds by A.S. executives last
year. When students were Made aware of the
executives’ behavior, many were outraged.
However, their convictions were obviously not strong enough because when it came
time for students to run for a position, very
few stepped up. Hence, the ridiculous number of positions that ran uncontested.
We hope students realize that the money
they pay this university funds these positions

positions about which they are indifferent.
The president, vice president and controller are paid a stipend of $470 per month
over an 11 -month period. Student members
of the A.S. judiciary are paid $150 per
month over a nine-month period.
We urge students to wake up and start
caring about what goes on at this university.
the
As it stands, only 1,544 students
number of profile who were educated
enough to re. 2.e the importance of voting
have a right to complain about the shortcomings of SJSU.

IslietniNcEsrsepStB7

Legendary Irish sayings
reflect St. Patrick’s Day
Y lather is Irish, which means I am too, and he
raised me to wear my shamrock on my sleeve.
So today I’ll don my green, lift my ale glass
lugh and relate some Irish trivia.
There is no country where affectionate phrases are
so strong as in Ireland, such as "May God grant you
always
A sunbeam to warm you, a moonbeam to
charm you, a sheltering angel so nothing can harm you,
laughter to cheer you, faithful friends near you, and
whenever you pray, heaven to hear you."
Where cursing is concerned, the Irish proudly reign
supreme. "May you never die
until you see your own funeral"
naeans you should be hanged so
that you may see the crowd
that attends your execution.
"May grass grow before
your door" is a pit turesque
damnation to desolation, by
which no one visits the cursed
and finally,
"The devil’s luck to you!" is
WRITER’S FORUM
intense, used only in extreme
fly Terri K
provocation. The Irish believe
Milner
is curse will rest for seven years,
ready to alight upon the head
of the damned 011Ce his guardian angel rests, filling his
life with calamities.
Irish sayings are legendary: "It is better to be lucky
than rich," "A wise head keeps a mouth shut," "The four
worst things: a sore head, a bitter tongue, a troubled
mind, an empty pocket" and "Three kinds of women a
man cannot understand: a young woman, a middle-aged
woman, an old woman" displays the vivid htimor and
intelligence of the wee ones.
Irish fairy lore is unlike elsewhere, as Irish fairies
love been endowed with personalities. The Banshee
meaning "Fairy Woman" comes near a house to wail
lin one who is about to dir. The Leprechaun one of
"The Wee Bodies" if came across, should be grasped
and forced to tell where his gold is hidden. But beware:
lie is a master of distraction and will mysteriously disappear.
The Blarney Stone with its power of bestowing eloquence upon anyone who kisses it is world renown. The
word originated with the Lord of Blarney, a master at
seeming to agree with proposals, but delaying his promises with "fair words and soli speech" until Queen
Elizabeth finally declared, "This is all Blarney! What he
says lie never means!" Thus, "Blarney" came to mean
"pleasant talk intended to deceive without offending."
In Queen VICIOrta’S time, the Irish were forbidden
to display the shamroc k because it had been used as an
emblem by rebellious troops. This secured the sham
roc k’s position AS an eternal Irish emblem, celebrated as
standing for love, Valor and Wit.
The folklore of Ireland the stories, jests, usages,
c harms that make up the body of this unwritten literature
is very voluminous.
A flaniboyant people, AS A 19th Century philosopher
unite said, the Irish "hate intensely and unquestioningly,
and also love intensely and gallantly."
With all that pride and passion, I’m glad, especially
today, as I clown healthy shot of Jameson’s and reminisce about my heritage steeped in folklore, to have been
raised a t;ood Irish lass.
K Milner is a Spartan I)aily Staff Writer.

Using a pager causes
frustration, problems

."2-

Ily are people so obsessed with pagers? They
valuable time people could spend on
hundreds of daily activities.
However, when people get a page, they stop what
to make
no matter how mundane
they are doing
a trivial call to a person who just wanted to say hello or
something equally stupid.
1 have heard all of the rationales: "It is for work," or
"It makes my life easier."
Unless you are a doctor on
call or someone who holds the
key to launch our nuclear missiles, that reasoning flies right
out the window.
As for the second rational.
I don’t know how a pager
could possibly make a person’s
life any easier.
What happens if you are
WRITER’S FORUM
trying to avoid talking to a
By Ronda
certain person and they page
Sluder
you? Either you can be rude
and not phone them or make
the call and face your dilemma. This would cause a person to worry needlessly,
"Should I call or not?"
By the time the decision is made, a lot of time and
brain cells have been wasted in worrying what to do.
That one page has landed a huge problem right on your
hip.
Also, when a pager owner doesn’t return a page in a
reasonable amount of’
time, the caller is sitting
around aimlessly waiting
for a phone call that
I just wonder
might not come for
hours, if at all.
why people
In this case, the pager
didn’t appear to interfere
can’t wait to
with what the owner was
doing but wasted a lot of
check their
time for the other parry.
messages ...
This in turn could cause a
fight between the two
or simply
people all because a stupid
pager complicated their
take the
lives. Maybe owning a
initiative and
pager makes people feel
important and more
call a person. wanted.
I am willing to bet that
half of the pages made to
people are from friends
and family wanting to know what time the pager owner
will be home or where they want to go out tonight. I
suppose ifs person is that insecure, more power to ’ern
I just wonder why people can’t wait to check their
messages when they get home or simply take the initia
five and call a person.
People rely on pagers so much it is almost a drug
The addiction is so strong that if pagers were taken
away, people would be going through withdrawals.
My next question, is why do teenagers need them’
That has got to be the most ridiculous thing I have ever
seen! I have to hand it to Motorola they definitely
know a sucker when they see one.
waste
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Hip Hop culture: facing the generation gap
THE PRESSES! Newsweek has
STOP
announced there is a generation gap in
the Black community.
Anyone who has spoken with any
African American, not just seen the media
portrayals, could have told you that. Unlike
the cotnmon perception that Black people
think alike, we do have different opinions.
There is a continuing difference of opinion
between the generations.
flopefully, we should have common
concerns: The remaining racism, the
poverty that strikes A disproportionate
amount of our people, the failings of this
country’s educational system to educate
our young people and the injustice that faces young black
men when they face the criminal justice system deserve
special attention.
While these issues should concern us all, Black people
do not unanimously agree on how to solve these problems. Black folk have often disagreed on issues of culture
and race. And the greater the age difference, the greater
the disagreements.
The Civil Rights era was rife with disagreements.
There were the people who felt Martin Luther King Jr.
should leave well enough alone, usually the oldest people.
Then there were those who supported the traditional
civil rights method of non-violence, characterized by the
middle-aged. Lest we forget, there was also the Black
nationalistic movement fueled by the passions and energy of youth that felt violence was an acceptable method
of protection from the violence inflicted by the radars.
Now Hip Hop faces this split.
In the latest issue of Newsweek, John Leland and
Allison Samuels tell the world that Hip Hop is a generational thing. Older people of color believe the culture is
preoccupied by violence and drug dealing.
Younger people say the music of the culture illustrates
the everyday trials and tribulations of being black in
American society.

What’s new? Nothing. Our problem
now is how to address it.
Older people complain that our generation doesn’t have any respect for
them. We sell drugs, kill each other and
lay around the house all day.
Some of us do that. It’s a fact we can’t
deny.
Who’s fault is that? The blame lays at
the feet of our parents’ generation. Who
raised us? Who spoiled us? Who failed to
instill a sense of pride in this generation?
After the Civil Rights movement.
integration was supposed to give us the
opportunity to assimilate. We were
expected ro be like white people.
Assimilation never happened and most Black folk
found they didn’t want to be like white people. Why give
up the culture that has gotten us through 300 years of
horror?
We shouldn’t. But out parents decided to [dye it up in
order to assimilate, leaving us without the strength and
knowledge of how to get through the struggle.
Hip hop is the result. We needed something, we created something. Is it perfect? No. There is a destructive
side to the Hip Hop culture which hu cost too many
lives and killed too many dreams. But this is all we have.
It allows us to survive this cold, cruel world.
Maybe Leland and Samuels are right. Maybe Hip
Hop culture is only a "partial answer."
I have to agree with their conclusion.
"For all its subversive virtues, it is not a culture of continuity or hope," they write. it is about thriving in
Armageddon, not transcending it."
Maybe our generation will leave our children the ability to transcend the hell in which we live. If we don’t, the
generation gap will grow greater, and we will take the
place of our parents in the split.
Mums Walton is the Spartan AO Managing Editor.
His column appears every Monday.

Ronda Sluder is a Spartan !)ails Staff Writer
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Taking action against human rights abuse
Hernandez said we shouldn’t bash Nike for exploiting Indonesian workers
because the corporation’s pay
scale is legal there ("Nike not
responsible for minimum wage in
foreign countries"). He presented
a tired attempt to whitewash and
justify inhumane exploitation by
a huge corporation because it
makes huge profits.
Nazi Germany’s mass extermination of Jews during World War
II was legal in Germany but that
didn’t make it acceptable.
Nike makes billions of dollars
selling shoes in the U.S. and
around the world. It used to
make those shoes in the U.S. until
the corporados realized in 1986
they could increase profits by hiring Korean workers for a dollar an
hour and putting 11.5. workers on
the unemployment line .
But Korea’s minimum wage
wasn’t low enough for Phil
Knight’s greed beyond avarice.
Nike moved its operations to
Indonesia where millions of
impoverished people live under a

L etter to the Editor
repressive governniem that trivad
ed East Timor and has killed
more than 400,000 East
Timorese since then.
There, Phil Knight and his
cronies could legally pay workers
such as Cicih Sukaesih $1.20 a
day to glue the soles on Nike
shoes. She worked with flammaoften without a mask
ble glue
in a poorly ventilated space.
Sukaesih and her 6,500 coworkers decided in 1992 they had
a right to earn more than $1.20 a
day and formed their own union.
They walked off the job. Nike
persuaded them to return by raising their wages to $1.80 a day.
Nike raised their pay to a whopping $2.20 a day. Sukaesih and
23 other workers were interrogated by the police about their
involvement and then fired.
But that’s not all Nike has
done to increase its profits. In
Pakistan, the company profits
from child labor. Nike has been
busy in Vietnam, too. Reports of

physical abuse, sexual
salary below minimum wage and
debilitating quota systems were
confirmed by CBS’s "48 Hours"
on Oct. 17, 1996, yet Nike hasn’t
remedied or even acknowledged
these abuses.
A Washington Post Nov. 3
article, "Boot tamp in the shoe
factory," described the military
regimen imposed in Chinese shoe
factories managed by ’faiwanese
that produce for major brand
names such AS Nike and Reebok.
The human rights organiza
nails boycotting Nike are trying
to stop inhumane practices, not
enhance their own images.
If there are any students on
campus who, unlike Hernandez,
are offended by this overt corporate greed. I urge you to take
actoon. Stop buying Nike shoes
and then write the company: 1
Bowerman Drive, Beaverton,
Oregon and tell them why you
are boycotting them. You can also
call them at 1-503-671-6453.
Ed (3berweiser
Journalism
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St. Patrick’s Day bake
sale
The Child Development Club will be
selling baked goods from 9 a.m.to 2 p.m. at
a table in front of the Student Union to support ongoing activities of its club.

Nutrition and Food
Science Club presents
celebration
’File Nutrition and Food Science Club is
having a National Nutrition Month
Celebration from 10 a.m. to I p.m. outside
the Student Union cafeteria. For more
information, call Marty Wilson at 408-2523544 or Husna Hashmi at 510-796-3073.

Ministry offers daily mass

Catholic Campus Ministry is having
daily mass today from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30
p.m. in the John XXII Center, which is
across from the SJSJ theater. For more
information, call Cinny at 938-1610.

Golden Key National
Honors Society holds
meeting
I he Golden Key National Honors
Society will be having an executive meeting
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Student

SPARTAN DAILY
Pacheco Room

Union Costanoan Room. Contact Joyce
Shcnz at 738-2774 for additional information.

Campus safety issues
addressed

Spanish Club offers free
tutoring

I he President’s Office will be holding a
Campus Safety Discussion tonight in ENG
285 and ENG 287 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Make reservations before discussion at 9241106.

To provide both conversation and tutoring in Spanish, the Spanish Club is presenting Circulo Hispanic at 12:30 p.m. to 2:00
p.m. in the Student Union Council
Chambers.

Join the party

I he I lospitality Management Club hosts
a Si. Patrick’s Day party in SPXC 47 at 5
p.m. Contact Mine Herron at 295-0110 for
more information.

Institute of Industrial
Engineers holds meeting
Institute of Industrial Engineers will have
a general meeting 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in
ENG 208. For more information, contact
Brian at 292-8004

Enjoy the gallery shows

he School oi Art and Design features
gallery shows from March 17 to March 21.
For more information, call the Gallery
Office at 924-4330.

Counseling Services gives
workshop
(:ounscling services is offering workshops

Techniques for actors

focusing solutions to improve intimate relationships today at 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in
the Administration Building Room 201.

I he Players I heatre Guild will hold an
actor’s workshop from April I to April 4.
Contact Mike Bolton at 297-9099 for more
information.

Jewish Student Union
delivers a speech for men

Compiled by Catherine Spencer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

I he Jewish Student Union will present a
lecture for men only about "Men and
Judaism," at 6 p.m. in the Student Union

Tracy Chapman wins big
at Bay Area Music Awards
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Tracy
Chapman, the folk-pop songwriter
who reinvigorated her career with the
aptly titled album "New Beginning,"
was the big winner at the Bay Area
Music Awards, winning four
Bammics.
Chapman’s career took off in
1988 with the Grammy-winning
song "Fast Car," but her two subsequent albums weren’t as enthusiastically received.
Then came "New Beginning." At
the awards show Saturday night, the
dreadlocked singer won for best
album, outstanding song for "Give
Me One Reason," best female vocalist and musician of the year.
"It means a lot, especially that
they’re voted on by the public,"
Chapman said backstage. "It’s very
special to me."
A panel of more than 150 music
critics, radio programmers and music
industry members selected the nominees. RAM magazine readers then
voted for the winners.
Metallica was the night’s big

group winner, also taking homc four
Bammies. They won outstanding
band, best guitarist (Kirk Hammen),
best bassist Uaspn Newstead) and best
drummer (Lars Urlich).
Other winners at the 20th annual
Bammics included Imperial Teen for
outstanding debut album ("Sea
Sick"), Dave Ellis’ "Raven" for jazz
album and the Tommy Castro Band
for blues album of the year
("Exception to the Rule").
Chris !mak, last year’s top
Bammie winner, won best male
vocalist and the group En Vogue took
home the award lin best R&B artist.
The
Bill
Graham
lifetime
Achievement Award went to jazz
great John I ’Andy.
The late Tupac Shakur was named
outstanding hip hop anist.
’Fhis year’s awards marked the
inauguration of the Bammic Hall of
Fame. Inaugural inductees were the
late rock promoter Bill Graham, the
Grateful Dead’s Jerry Garcia, who
died in 1995, and guitarist Carlos
Santana.

Bowling for dollars, kids
By Tiffany Sanchez
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Supporters of Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of Santa Clara County laced
up their bowling shoes Saturday afternoon to host the 15th annual Bowl
for Kids’ Sake bowl-a-thon in South
San Jose.
The event, which not only celebrated the organization’s more than
25 years of service, helped raise
money to benefit local youth, who
receive academic, social, moral, and
emotional guidance from Big
Brothers/Big Sisters by providing free
bowling and shoe rental to all participants, as well as food and music.
"Bowl for Kids’ Sake brings in volunteers and money," said Barbara
Jungert, Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Executive Director. "Thirty-five percent of the agency’s funding comes
from the fund-raiser."
Judy Harris, vice president of
administration at National Mailing.
said the bowl-a-thon is not only a

positive way to raise funds for a reputable organization, but it’s also a way
to get large corporations involved in
the community.
"I began participating in the Bowl
for Kids’ Sake bowl-a-thon about
seven years ago." said Harris. "F.ach
year, I get people from work to join
me and we usually put together our
own team for a Company Bowl
San Jose State University Child
Development major, Karin Laube
decided to get involved in the nonprofit organization that pairs at -risk
youth with adult volunteers who act
as friends, mentors, and role models
because she understands how difficult
it is to be a kid in today’s society.
"I come from a divorced family, so
I felt I could make a difference,"
laube said
laubc, who shares a strong bond
with her little sister Cassandra, whose
parents are also divorced, said her
work with pig Brothqra/Big Sisters
has made her dream of becoming an

elementary school teacher an even
stronger reality
"It’s helped me grow," Laube said.
"I’ve learned a lot about kids from
this experience. not only have I
become more patient. but its also
helped me with responsibility."
In 19%, Lambe was named Big
Sister of the Year by the organization’s Santa Clara County division,
which selects two representatives,
based on an individual’s relationship
with their match, as well as the
amount of volunteer work they’ve
completed for the organization
"I enjoy being around kids because
they bring out the kid in me." laube
said. "It feels good to give a little bit
of yourself to a child. It’s rewarding
to know that you’re their role model."
!Aube, who has been working with
Big Brothers/Big Sisters for about six
years, said the bowl-a-than is not only
an important fund-raiser, which generates much-needed suppfilior the
program, but is also .an tipppri unity

Olympics show Greek life

for other members of the organization
to interact
"It’s nice to be able to spend more
time with Cassandra," ’Lambe said.
Each time we come to one of these
events, she becomes more sociable."
Eleven-year-old Cassandra, who
has been a little sister in the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters organization lin
the past two years, said the Bowl for
Kids’ Sake howl-a-thon is an essential
part cif the program’s success.
"Without the money raised from
the howl-a-than, I might never have
met Karin," Cassandra said. "Karin
has done a lot for me. She takes melt)
the movies, bakes me cookies, and
even comes to my school functions.
She’s been like a mom to me when
my real mom was too busy with work.
When I grow up I want to be a big
sister just like Karin, so that I can be
a role model to another young girl.
just Ilk, Karin has been for me."

Have you ever wondered how
many people can fit into a Geo
Storm? The answer is 21 and the
members of Delta Zeta can prove it.
Car stuffing was just one of the
events SJSU Greeks participated in
during Friday’s Derbyland Olympics
at a sun-soaked William Street Park.
It wasn’t Atlanta, lake Placid or
even Barcelona and it was just for fun
but you couldn’t have guessed it by
the enthusiasm and zest by which the
games were played.
The events was part of Derby
Days, sponsored by Sigma Chi fraternity, to help raise money for the
Evelyn Cox Youth Fund. Some of the
other events of Derby Days were
mural painting, performing skits,
house decorating and T-shirt selling.
’Mc Olympics is a contest where a
sorority joins with a fraternity and
battle each other.
"It’s a lot of fun. It’s not really
about competition though," Sigma
Chi President Jeffrey Batuhan said.
"les a time where we can put aside
our differences and work as Greeks
raising money for a good cause."
The final game of the day was car
stuffing and it was reminiscent of a
I 850s "B" movie where college students try to see how many people can
cram into a phone booth. Except
instead of a phone booth it was a car
that they were piling into.
The rules were simple, pile as
many girls, along with one fraternity
captain, into the car and shut all of
the doors for a few seconds. The
numbers ranged from 15 to the winning group with 21. In all Cases there
wasn’t an inch of space to move for
the victims/contestants.
"I was surrounded by four or five
girls and I couldn’t move," said Rob
Moseley. "I got to know Kappa I )elta
better than I had ever known them
before."
Feet were sticking every which way
and bodies were strewn across each
other. Girls were stacked on each
other and in each group that went the
horn sounded a couple times from
someone being pressed up against it.
"It was horrible," said Nicole
Nelson jokingly. "Actually it was fun.
There were people in all directions. It
was crazy."

In addition to the car pile there

were four other contests that went on:
a lifesaver relay, an egg toss, a lip
synch contest and a soda bottle drinking contest.
The lifesaver relay consisted of
putting toothpicks in the contestants
mouths and passing a lifesaver down a
line from toothpick to toothpick.
Delta Zeta won that race.
When all WAS said and done in the
egg toss, the two winners (it was a tie)
both had egg on their shirts.
Members of Alpha l’hi and Kappa
Delta were tossing an egg back and
forth for about 10 minutes. They
reached a distance of about 40 feet
before both broke the egg on the
same toss.
Chris Steeb said the bottle sucking
event took him back to the cradle. A
baby bottle was Idled with Cot a -Cola
and the participants had about two
minutes to suck down as flint hi is the
could.
"It definitely took me back to my
suckling days." Steel, said. "The harder you sucked the less that
iillt
though. -

If the most bizarre event of the day
was the car pile then the funniest had
to be the lip synch contest. A team of
four women and two guys gcn up in
front of the hundred or so gathered
and performed for the audience.
Songs like Coolio’s "Gangsta
Paradise" and ’lice Talking Heads’
"Wild life played and , on truants
did their best to lip the lyrics while
shaking their rumps. It had the crowd
in stitches especially the one guy who
had absolutely no rhythm.
All in all the everyone had a good
time and went home happy knowing
that it was for a good cause to boot.
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Employment Opportunities

Delta Zeta hosts Derby Days to raise money for youth fund
By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Big sister Karin
Laube, shares a
warm moment with
her sister,
Cassandra, at
Saturday’s benefit
bowling
tournament.

A OPTIBASE
Join our Team of Digital Video Enthusiasts!

ii liii I, tic orpiirating the digital video
cdiii ei
Optibase is the leading develriper and
compression standard known as MPEG. This techm iii Jo’. enabled through products made by
Optibase, Ls dramatically changing the way business operates and the way individuals entertain
thein,selves. Our digital video systems broadly serve markets including tit-trade:fist,
telecommunications, consumer, personal computing, and web authoring. No company serves the
marketplace using MPEG digital video as widely as iptibase
Started in 1990, Optibase has grown to be a dynamic privately-owned company with offices
around the globe. Constantly expanding, we are always looking for bright, energetic, career-minded
personnel.
Our North America corporate office will be relocating to beautiful San Jose, CA. Along with this
relocation we have significant employment opportunities for motivated individuals as listed below.

Application Engineers
(to apply digital video to The New
World) (Three Positions)
’II

I

I

11 II ,I

\II

I

,

The U.S. Educational System

and Admissions Process:
A FREE Seminar for International Students
Please join us for Refreshments after the seminar!
We’ll discuss.
System of Higher Education in U.S.
’Timing & Components of Application Process
’Admission Requirements of California Colleges & Universities
’Tests Required: TOEFL, SAT, GMAT, GRE, and others
*Immigration Regulations & Visa Issues
How to Write an OUTSTANDING application ESSAY
*Secrets to Getting into the BEST American
Colleges & Universities!
You’ll meet representatives from San Francisco State,
Foothill College, San Jose State and Armstrong University

SernInarstatas_ano limn;

Berkeley March 18th 6pm - 8 00pm
Palo Alto March 20th 6pm 8 00pm
Reservations are required and space Is limited.
Call 1-800-527-8378 today?

KAPLAN.
Kaplan is authorized under federal law to issue I-20s for F-1 student visas.

’The world acceptance of MPEG as the t hind e
for DVD, broadcast, web-based video, and
telecorrununications opens up unlimited!
opportunities for motivated SW engineering
r.rifessionals to be on the leading-edge of
digital video applications development. In this
position you will work with our world class
R&D organization on the enabling technology
for MPEG digital video. You will work directly
with our customers and our AVR channel to
help them build the end applications that use
OW products. You will be very close to the
business of Optibase as you work with our
sales organization In the building of our new
customer relationships.
Reporting to the director of customer services,
these positions require a minimum of two years
of programming experience with MS C/C++ &
VB under DOS, UNIX, Win95 and/or NT
operating systems. Good communications skills
a must. A BS or MS in EE/CS is preferred.
Knowledge of MPEG, Video Broadcast, and/or
PC hardware/software is a plus. And the
motivation to be successful is mandatory!

Applications
Engineer/Management
Information Systems
(really a computer and Network Jodi)
Reporting to the director of customer services,
this position touches the entire backbone of
iptibase’s business. Half of your time will be
spent managing the hardware and software for
utir network of PCs, Macs, NT servers, BBS,
wirers, and telephone system The other half
:illows you to work with our applications
engineering group to build digital video
applications using Optibase products, create a
corporate Intranet Network, and help manage
tradeshow presence.
The Position requires a minimum AS degree
related to CS or EE. Knowledge of Microsoft
Back Office products, SQL development, Wirt95
In NT Server Network Domain configurations,
ethernet networks, exchange server and visual
basic is necessary. The desire to he an active
part of a winning team is essential!

If you are interested in the opportunity to work with an outstanding team of professionals on a
fast growth track, please respond with your credentials by fax or email Be sure to send a cover
letter with your resume that includes salary history and the appropnate job titles listed above.

A OPTIBASE*
EMAIL: employmenteoptibase.com

IAN 972-239-1273

WEB SITE: WWW.Op4i1311011Affilla
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SJSU sinks in openers
Inaugural
water polo
team swept
By Mark Skeidel
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO BY BRANDON GARCIA Spartan Daily
SJSU water polo team members fight for the ball against Occidental
during their first game of the inaugural season Sunday. SJSU travels to
Berkely on Tuesday to take on Cal.

Sunday was a day of firsts for San
Jose State University’s women’s water
polo team: their first game, their first
goal and their first two losses. The
team, filled mostly with swimmers, who
have little-to-no water polo experience,
was beaten 10-5 by Occidental in the
first game and 12-2 by the University of
Pacific in the rain -drenched nightcap.
Mary McDonough scored SJSU’s
historic first goal in the second quarter
against Occidental and Jennifer Anstey
added two goals in the losing effort.
"It was so much fun," said
McDonough, despite the loss. "Lou

(SJSU coach Lou Tully) has done such
"Even though the score was a little "Defensively, we have to play together
a great job and we had such a good time more lop-sided (than the Occidental as a team. There are too many people
taking care of one individin there."
game), it was definitely a
ual and they need to help
The afternoon game
better team
5 out. The rest of the stuff is
SJ,U
saw the Spartans overthat we were
primarily experience."
matched and outplayed
playing,"
OCCIDFNTAt 1 0
Jcssyca Nabozny and
by a more experienced
’Fully said. "I
McDonough
provided
UOP team. The Tigers
thought they
SJSU with their only goals
wasted no time, scoring
played very
against UOP, both comin the opening 15 secwell. I was
2
SJSU
ing late in the fourth quaronds and outscoring the
real pleased."
ter with the game clearly
Spartans 6-0 in the first
The
PACIFIC 1 2
out of reach.
quarter.
Spartans
Molly Smith and Steph
"I think we did pretinexperience
ty good considering this
was evident against Young led UOP with three goals apiece
is our first day and a lot
UOP. They allowed sev- against SJSU goalie Cathy Hernandez,
of us have never played
eral fast breaks and but Hernadez looked impressive in the
before," SJSU’s Stacie
turnovers from bad pass- defeat. She allowed 12 goals, but
Lonaker said. "The
ing. They also had no blocked several fast -break opportunities
score doesn’t show that
answer for the Tiger’s for UOP.
we did very well, but I
"She’s (Hernandez) the only real
Stacie Lonaker, hole set, Molly Smith, experienced
think it was a learning
player out there," Tully
who scored three goals in
water
polo
player
experience for all of us
said of Hernandez, a junior college
the first quarter.
and we did very good."
"We need to work on recruit in her last year of eligibility.
Tully was pleased with the team’s ball control, being able to move the ball "She’s outstanding. She did a heck of a
effort against UOP.
under
pressure,"
Tully
said. job."

"I think we did
pretty good
considering
this is our first
day and a lot
of us have
never played
before."

Softball
team
splits
Spartan Daily Staff Report
The San Jose State University
softball team had mixed results over
the weekend, winning three and losing three games in the National
Invitational Softball ’Fournament at
Twin Creeks Softball complex in
Sunnyvale.
In the first ga Me of three played
on Friday, the Spartans scored twice
in the top of the seventh inning to
defeat Northeastern Illinois 7-6.
Shortstop Victoria Ruelas went 4 -for4 with a double and a stolen base and
left -fielder Michelle Morga went 3 for -4 with two runs and two runs
batted in.
Freshman Sabrina Quintero
struck out seven in 5 1/3 innings.
Junior pitcher landsy Jarrell notched
her third win against three losses by
shutting out Northeastern Illinois
over the last inning and 2/3rds.
In the second game, Missouri shut
the Spartans out 7-0 behind the
pitching of Barb Wright. The
Spartans managed to s. ollec t only
three hits during the five inning contest which was shortened from the
regulation seven innings due to the
seven -run rule.
Jarrell was again the pits her of
record as SJSU beat the Purdue
Boilermakers 5-1 in the Spartans’
third game played On Friday. Jarrell
threw a complete game in which she
allowed one run and scattered seven
hits in her seven innings of work.
Junior catcher Sarah Coughlin provided an offensive spark for SJSU
with two hits and three RBIs.
The Spartans met the eventual
champion Colorado State in their
first game Saturday. Jarrell made it
her fourth straight decision for the
Spartans, but this one WAS 011 Ille 10Sing end as she was charged with eight
runs, live of them earned during her
2 I /3 innings of work. The game WAS
shortened to five innings.
The Spartani. offense s Ann iii life
in the second game S.II urd.iv 5011
bolted out to a 0 lead in ’he top sil
the firm nininr. aeatilm
Quintero
Sabrina
Freshman
improved her record to 6 6 by giving
up four runs in five innings. Her
older sister Valen Quintero had three
hits including A triple AS the Spartans
were able to use the seven rim rule to
their advantage beating Evansville
14-4. Vi t 10I1A RUCIAS contributed
three runs arid two hits and Sarah
Coughlin. Michelle Morga And
Lindsay Lewis scored twice each to
pace the Spartans.
The SpAnallS had A ITIllalth With
Colorado State Saturday night and
lost 5-1. Shortstop %/Mona RUCIAS
hOn1Cred ill the 1)0110111 of the first
inning for the Spartans’ solitary run.
Sabrina Quintero was s !urged with
the loss, dropping her record to 6 7.
The Spartans had four hits in seven
innings against Colorado State’s
starter Nikki Johnson, who improved
her record to 11 3 with the complete
game victory.
Sophomore left -fielder Mis belle
Morga of Chino WAS named to the
All -Tournament team. Mina hit
.429 and had six putouts and an assist
in the field for the Spartans.
Colorado State won the tournament
on Sunday by defeating Arizona State
6-1 in the championship game.

PHOTOS BY DREW NIELSEN Spartan Daily
USA’s Eric Wynalda 1111 celebrates with teammates John Harkes (6) and
Jeff Agoos (12) after scoring the first goal of their game against Canada at
Stanford Stadium. The USA added two more goals to beat Canada 3-0.

USA boots
Canadians
1 feel like we played the kind of
soccer we trained for and know, hut
I know we can play better."
USA beat Canada 3-0 Sunday at
Two goals within the first 14
Stanford Stadium in a final -round minutes of the game gave the
qualifying match for World Cup United States the early lead. Just
Soccer 1998.
before the eighth minute, US midMore than 28,000 enthusiastic fielder Claudio Reyna was fouled by
fans watched as the U.S. national Canadian goalkeeper Craig Forrest.
team garnered three unanswered This resulted in a penalty kick,
goals. The game vim’, kis ked off
which hirward Eric Wynalda blastfanfare and fireworks,
ed into the net, thereby
while the pumped -up
deceiving Forrest, who
USA
spectators responded by
wrongly anticipated the
cheering loudly and wan
hall would approach to
CANADA
0
ing die Stars and Stripes.
his right. Forrest tried to
Unlike the USA/
stop the ball by cheating
Guatemala match in
to his right and missed
Washington, D.C. last November altoget her.
when the , towil mainly cheered for
Wynalda scored the first goal in
the visiting t’llatettldlall (CAM, MLS history when the San Jose
SUIlday’s MAR h ’nought inn the Clash defeated Washington, D.C.
American spirit of the soccer fans last April. Defender John Doyle,
despite the ethnic diversity among who also plays for the Clash, did
t betel.
not play in Sunday’s game.
’I WA 11 I 10 (kink the Bay Area
Doyle will be on the USA roster
fans tor , oohing out and supporting on Sunday, when the team takes on
co.’, It Steve Sampson said. Costa Rica. leaving the (lash with -

By Jana Sexhadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

USA forward David Wagner is held by Canada’s Cohn Miller as he attempts to get control of the ball during the
second half of Sunday’s game at Stanford Stadium. USA won the game 3-0.
out his or Wynalda’s services for its
opener against the Metro Stars in
Spartan
Stadium
Saturday.
Wynalda is the leading scorer in the
history of the US national team
with 25 goals in 74 career games.
"We played a good game but we
can do better," Wynalda said. "We
have a kit of good talent and the
more we can play as a team, the better we’ll be."
"It is very easy to play with Eric
-- he’s a great striker," forward
David Wagner said.
During the 14th minute, a corner kick was received by Wagner,
who headed the ball to defender
Eddie Pope. Pope then scored the
second goal by heading the ball over
I it rest into the net.
"1 ani very pleases1 about today’s

game," Wagner said. "I hope this
will convince Steve that I can play
in future games."
Canada’s
forwards
Paul
Peschisolido and Alex Bunbury
pressed on determinedly and
attacked well, but were not able to
score goals for their team.
"Even though we showed a lot of
bravado, we just didn’t compete for
most of the first half," Canada’s
coach Bob Lenarduzzi said.
The second half was slower in
pace than the first. The third goal
for the United States was scored in
the 89th minute.
Midfielder
Michael Mason passed the ball to
forward Ernie Stewart, who raced in
and beat the onrushing Forrest.
Stewart kicked thc ball into the left
corner of the net for a 3-0 lead.

The more goals the US can score
during the qualifying games the
better, since the number of goals
scored is the tiebreaker for entry
into the tournament.
There are six teams eligible for
the three berths allotted to North
America and the Caribbean to play
at the World Cup in France in
1998.
Mexico is in first place of the
bracket with three points. The US
and Jamaica are tied for second with
one point each. As the host for the
1994 World Cup the US did not
have to qualify.
The next two qualifying games
fir the ’S are Sunday in Costa Rica
and April 20 in Mexico.

Baseball team plucks, outscores Falcons 45-4
By Mike Traphagen
Spartan Daily Senior Staff Wilier
Solid pitching and explosive hitting allowed the SISC baseball team
to complete a three -game sweep of
Air I orce, which included a 16-0
the Spartans at
Ihtadonr
Munk pal Stadium Sunday.
’ ssined six runs in the linirth
’toting and added lour more in the
filth Sit nday iii help complete the sweep. 1 he
Spartans also beat the
Sim
Falcons 12-1 Friday and
15-3 Satutday.
Spartan coach Sam
Pim said that by looking
at his team’s schedule earlier in the
season, he expected his team to have a
6-3 record in the Western Athletic
Conference going into Tuesday’s
non -conference game against San
Francisco. But when SJSU (5-1)
entered this weekend series against
Air Force, who was winless in conference and 4-10 metal’, the Spartans

expected to be 8-1 in the WAC by
Monday.
"Talking about going out and
sweeping a series is one thing. hut it’s
another to go out and outwore your
opponent 45-4," Piraro said. "It WAS
111St a hell of a job by the San Jose
Slate baseball team. ’There’s just no
getting around it."
Hie Spartan pitching staff allowed
only one walk and 17 hits in its three
games against the Falcons.
Junior left-hander Jason
16 Jimenez. started the series
by throwing a three-hitter
and striking out 14 batters
0
in his complete game
Friday. He improved his
record to 4-0. Christian Cooper finished the series Sunday by striking
out nine and Allowing four hits in six
innings pitched hit the Sparta its.
"I Was just given a wide zone to
work with." said Cooper, whose
record increased to 2-1. "I had good
control of the ball and my main
hall and my
pitches my curve

change - - were working for me."
On the offensive side, first baseman Robert Berns went 4 -fin -4 with
two RBIs and right fielder Rob
Douglass drove in five ruins in
Sunday’s 16 -run onslaught. Berns
tripled, doubled twice and singled,
while Douglass tripled in three runs
in the fifth to give the Spartans a ISO lead and seal the victory.
"Ill had to make an All-American
recommendation at this point, it
would have to be Berns," Piraro said.
"He’s quite a run producer.
(Douglass) is just a freshman who we
just put in the line-up and he’s turning into a pretty good hitter, but this
was a good team effort."
With SJSU ahead 6-0 in the
fourth inning Sunday, shortstop
Brian Forman singled to start the
inning, stole second and scored on A
single by second baseman Tony
James to go up 7-0.
Berns then advanced lames 10
third on a long single to right field,
but Berns was thrown out at second

trying to stretch his single into A double. After John Misplay walked,
Douglass singled in James to increase
the Spartans’ lead to 8-0.
SJSU third baseman Ryan
Johnson, who went 2-1 or -3, singled in
Misplay to go up 9-0, then left fielder
Jon Lauderdale reached first on an
error to load the bases. Spartan catcher Steve Ashley doubled in Douglass,
Johnson and Lauderdale to give SJSU
a commanding 12-0 lead.
The Spartans will fair the

University -1 San Francisco on
play 15 ol their next 21
conference games on the road, which
PItanl said MACS Ills train’s homegame victories so crucial.
"We have a challenging trail ahead
of us and the players know it." Pi ram
said. "Our guys Arc playing with A lot
of confidence right now and I’d be
happy if wc came away with one win
in our next series on the road. We do
not want to get swept. You have to
some home with some tic tin

Tuccd.ty and

WEEKEND’S RESULTS
Baseball
swept Air Force
12-1, 15-3 and 16-0
Softball
won three games and
lost three games while
hosting the NIST
Women’s tennis
lost to Cal Poly, SLO 8-1
and Montana 6-3

Women’s gymnastics
beat Alaska -Anchorage
192 625 -187-625
Hawley Almstedt took first in
the all-around and set a
school record with 39 075
Men’s gymnastics
lost to Cal and Stanford
Water polo
lost to Occidental 10-5
lost to Pacific 12-2
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Diana Charnow is one of Sunday’s featured flute soloists at the 11th annual "Tuth Flutti" concert.

Flutti’ pleases crowd
By Laura Vanni
Spartan Dads Stall Wei!, ,
It was " I tiro I low- 01 a good
titne as (A) tint Isis from all over the
Ray Alea tine together to LelthrAte
the 111/1,1, of the wind 111Struitieni.
.1 his year, the School ol Music and
Hance put on its 1 1 th annual I utti
1 lots con, eft, 1,111.11’111g II1C 5.111 list’
chrec red
State ’myersity 1 lute
hy Isabelle hapins Shill. I he holt IS
t imprised of 25 musicians, which
includes hitIllet StlidetitS. prOICSS1011:11
flutists and 13 \1St students.
the
Fhe choir was also joined
I hue Inseruble At \ Lanford. the 1.1
Camino Flute Choir, the !NISI
Chamber Orchestra and the \1St
Symphony Orchestra. There were
more than 100 musn ians participat
irig.
"I love this show,- said Hill Orella,
front Fremont. ( hclla, an amateur
flutist, and his ssite. ( :es ilia, listen to
the music of Tool limit every year.
"I think this is in only flute choir
in the Bay Area." ( )rella said.
Conducted by Jun Nakabayashi
and Barbara I /ay Turner. the ensemble performed %Mlle familiar tunes
and others not so recogni7able, by
Wolfgang
as
composers
such
Amadeus NIctiart, Claude Debussy,

W1111
Johann ’,trails. Jr. anti John -111.111 1,?liale 1 lc, I ’tinsel-la 11 t
the sISt Symphony I /lc licsita
Congliatio.
"I In-v’n iii ,cticti 11.11111011V.- said
Approx ’motels. 200 s pc, tatois
11111.11111A (;oArl.
(-AMC tO Ststiitss one ot the ICss eVellt
iIi Whit!’ 111111,11 Are the stars. ruaicir. -I did not kilos% lii is sseie 11
A, conling to Oren, flute mese, are 111.1t1s’ dItieleill kIlltl, ol 11111es It
.1111.1it
11.11,1 to collie by.
how fast their lingers
think Om ts
go.
Mai
said
great.The flutists were
1 orralba, all
the slats as diet’ \y en:
graduate in health sciaccimmanied by sat
ence. "I am very
brass and
impressed with the
peictission
instr LI
high caliber of flutists
!Tient!,
that are associated
"It was quite
with San lose State. I
interesting seeing the
wish I attended inure
satiety of flutes anti
performances when I
1
instiontents.
WA, A stuideiss
cimiyed hearing the
Die audience was
little% 11iiIii 0111(.1
enraptured with the
st 11001S,- ,Alt1 S 51
melodies and harstudent ( ’had Page
monies wafting front
l’he perforilianic,
the stage.
Over the past I I
Julianna Goad, the audience but also
years, Tutti Flutti has
liberal studies allowed them to
gmwn to attract some
appreciate the beauty
of the finest flutists
of
hearing
the
around. ’11 his year’s
melody if .1 litre
event was highlighted
-This was a velv ielaxing way to
I y the perfoimanc es of guest soloists
Kathleen spend a Stinclay afternoon," I oriallta
I )ykc,
\ ’an
Karen
NI us, el rola. Ion Baumgarten and said.
fia lit cm. a ( six, who performed the

"I did not know
there were so
many different
kinds of flutes.
It always
amazes me
how fast their
fingers go."

PHOTOS By DONA NICHOLS Spartan Daily
Carmina Santos Chua plays the bass with the SJSU Chamber and Symphony Orchestra at the "Tuth Flutti" concert
Sunday aftp,11,11111 in the SJSU Concert Hall before an audience of about 100. The school of music and dance presented
the 11th arinudi concert which raised money for the flute scholarship fund. Performing with the flute choir was the SJSU
Chamber Orchestra and the SJSU Symphony Orchestra.

Historians dispel black military myths
By Laura Venni
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
During the era of segregation,
black men could not loin white men
to serve their (mantis’ in times of war
This topic was addressed at the secI lisiory
Military
ond
annual
mpostum Saturday.
Noted African Amen...Ill historians. professors and nulitaiy officials
spoke on hehall of "Ali-kali Allieticall
Neglected ( hapter of
olthr Ts
1 listory "
Sponsor, d
the history depart

mem, the (:ollege of Social Sciences,
and the African American studies
department the let Mies disc 11%Set1 the
Iletitit 14111 at the black ’Mlle tO
serve then country in the armed
forces.
dav featured Anthony Powell,
’1
a historian and curator who spoke on
behalf it his grandfather and told the
Soldier.
story of his 111c .1%
Mic hael ( lark. a prolessor at
(..1111111111.1111.11C I ’inversity, Hayward,
symtalked about the lin, karoos,
photo, band of World War II, and

about black filmic :mil the military.
!MIMIC(’
Col. lame,
Cult. SprakCIS I/V SM.111111., .11,11111 Ills
experiences as pall if I It, I iiskegce
Airnien. an Milian Amen, an 1 ig,liter
pilot squadron.
’11E11101111s’ tile students who rattle
get .1 piece of MIT history, American
history they did riot get before,"
Powell said, retelling to how Afritart
Atitericans have a place in military
history.
"The militar, is the most color
it
blind part of

"lint the itI it mg field is not level
cot nigh."
I he speakers spoke with their
licaos about the African American
niale’s elbirts in the military. Warren
pointed ,iiit that the 99th lighter
Smiadion. which fought in N,tith
Africa in World War IL "scored I
.1111/1.111r1 III two days."
Powell told his grandfather’s story
through pictures hy dispelling the
myth of the Buffalo Soldier, a name
given to the African Ameti,.111 lighlerS
liii .111St. I hi 1,1111.110 trilleWilled the

‘Jedr tops weekend box office
Is is AN( II IS (Al’)
A week
111oVir Whipped
ait, I I ItnAtAlt1
1 In 1.tripire ’nuke, liat k. the third
I 11c is sir It trilogy.
,I,apter l (
ICr-itt iii ot the 1.11.- ,t1 Iui k Iris k.
in ticket sales,
With $16 i
!wilted
thr It’ telt .ic
NIS’ Or Ills’ 1111111 IIIC Nfl. I
eiet
bOX 1,111( e. Ackordilig Ii
perch AI
utlitildte, on N111111.11’
stern’s kinclet. fluffier verstun ot Ins autobiography w as third
with $9 million, behind ’Lingle 2
Ire new Tim Allen comedy
$11.5 million. according to
I xhiliitor Relations ii.,
’Iongle 2 !tingle- saw’ Its CAillIngs
drop only 12 percent from the !nevious weekend, considered A strong
showing. The 011111 drew mixed
reviews hut had the advantage of
Allen’s tont-R.4.MM With his popular
Ali( sitcom 1 Ionic IrnpnwernentStern’s film dripped i8 percent D ot 111111kli.41 for a first rim film a
he Empire
week after it knocked
St i ikes Rat k from atop the box
"trice
"I wpm’. Was tied lot fourth place
A1111 The gangster film 11)onnie
ill,, sun’’’ at $5.5 million each.
1 he only new film to debut in the
top 11/ was "IiIVC tones," which
grossed $4 million for ninth plate
’Pie movie about romance in the
young, black noddle class was voted
an audience favorite at the Similance
Him I estival.
lire film noir crime drama "City
of Industry- debuted out of the top

1 O. raining $.81/0,000 in limited
ichASe
led,- had the weakest le in lease
opening of the Irilt,ry I 1111,111 had
5t.tt
ars"
$22 I million atol
gr,,,,rd $51, it t111111,,n 111 three
ipetled is I sr, I.11 rtIll
W1111 11,1111 111, effects And
SrelleS,
About 800 theaters were playing
the movies "Hu tit-tenth% said I om
Sherak, A:airman of 20th (:entury
Fox’. I hunts( is Jilni1.rottp.
-I think having du nt all mit now
is a good thing. I he 1111114; WAS
right,- Inc said. "When we did this,
we said ’I V’S tell the whole story
together.
l’he trilogy was expected to earn
r

$2S0 million in ti 1, leasc, Sherak
said, rioting dim the film, have a
Inuit in Michell( t 1,1,c
Ilit se
.its
’OA
I lit 111,
%TAR, 11,is Ilcsul is ills li-11 Ilo 1111111e
ht. 5.1141.
viih
I
I’ Vt.ty1,41,IV s glown up with tlirse
movie,. in c,I1(’ way Or Illt- 0111,1
’’Star WAIS- was In 11111(11 111.1t r at
the box office %lilt $2.2(1 million,
behind the ()scar nominated Nutt:
Ride," whirl, was ,rventii with Si
million, and the ( lint I astv,,,,,c1
thriller "Absolute Power. whi, h
grossed $2.5 million.
In tenth place was the rtiliflehy
dating comedy "Booty ( .all" with
$2.2 million in earnings.
Final weekend box office figures
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the only ones who did not were the
Americans."
The speakers received standing
ovations from a moved audience.
Paul Boisvert, president of Phi
Alpha Theta the history honors society, said it was the personal side of the
speakers speeches that effected him.
"This is a very intriguing topic
that I did ma know much about,"
said Lori lieethorn, a graduate student in history.
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I cal yourself to our special blend of apple juice, wheat grass,
strawberries, ban11.111.1A & SpIll111111.

2 thr 1

(;t a EAU smoothie Of
Lifter drink when you buy one
AI regular price with this ad!
I f

Mae. Is 2*.

1 WI

*Over 20 Smoothie Flavors
Full Espresso Bar
Soups
*Salads
*Sandwiches

opcn ’till

midnight

Gaffe Zucca
74 South First Street
(408) 297-9777 "From Juice to Java"

Celebrate the Irish Way!’
Happy St. Patrick’s
Day!

Friday katitt,D,
"The Hottest Bar North of Havana"

10% discount otter with this coupon
N

( hlitlift
( )fel"

$89.00 w/Student

(Regular Rate SI 19.00)

\ Visit

Arena Hotel

Allordliun
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11100dm -8.00pm
Mott.lite... I Intr.
Iri.
Stin.

10%

Expires May 31, 1997
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Safety Walk

Credit Hell
continued from page 1
Service, a non-profit financial counseling service, said her organization
has experience with people who
have just graduated and arc loaded
down with debt.
"We sec 2 fair number of people
who are just out of college, who
have credit card debts, student loans
and sometimes they are not making
the money they thought they were
going to make," she said.
"All of these factors make for a
lot of frustration and concern for
young people."
Thain feels a credit card in the
hands of a college student can be a
double-edged sword.
"Credit cards are something to
really be considered seriously. It
allows you to buy things when you
don’t have the money and it’s safer
than cash, but the downside is that
some people can’t control their
spending," she said.
According to Beth Koblincr of
Money magazine, credit card companies began zeroing in on students
about 10 years ago.
Undoubtedly, the most vulnerable students are those who are away
at college for the first time and are
experiencing their first taste of free-

by various companies such as .1.RW.
dom from their parents.
Whether or not students know
"Companies are coming on campus and they’re targeting incoming it, credit cards are an excellent way
freshmen and sophomorcs, people to build their credit report.
who aren’t really familiar with how
However, most of them don’t
to manage their credit," said Justin realize it is also an excellent way to
destroy it.
Feichtmann,
"You just have to
finance major and
be responsible and
chief lending officer
make sure you make
Washington "I don’t think
at
payments
those
Square
Credit students
because if you can’t
Union.
make them, it’s going
Feicht mann realize how
to hurt you without a
stressed that builddoubt," Feichtmann
ing up and manag- important
said. "I don’t think
ing your credit is their credit
students realize how
more
important
important their credthan most students report is to
it report is to them."
realize.
Because they are
"People need to them."
easy to get and offer
build up their credlow interest rates,
it. When you go
Justin many students feel a
into the work force,
if you apply for an
Feichtmann, student loan is the
way to finance
auto loan, if you
Finance major best
their education.
apply for a mortgage
But just like a
or even an apartment, they are going to look to sec if credit card, a student loan has a sigyou have credit and see how fiscally nificant interest rate and requires a
minimum payment every month.
responsible you arc," he said.
Most companies look at a per- However, the payments are usually
son’s credit report when deciding deferred until after graduation, and
whether to extend their credit, and the student must be counseled
these reports are held and compiled before the loan is approved.

"I think of loans as a last resort,"
Smith said. "It’s easy to get a loan
for $2,000 and spend it in a semester, but then it just sits there getting
bigger."
Easy solutions for students do
not exist, whether they are looking
to get out of debt or they are examining how to best finance their education.
Just about every student has been
told by their parents to budget their
money, but Feichtmann feels this is
next to impossible.
"Everyone says to keep a budget,
but try telling that to a student," he
said. "They just don’t have the time
to do that, plus they don’t make
enough money to do that realisticalConsumer Credit Counseling
Services offers financial counseling
to those looking to better manage
their money and a debt management plan for those who cannot pay
the minimum on their debts and
need an alternative to declaring
bankruptcy.
Smith. however, is more nonchalant about his debt and oilers this
sage advice: "Everybody has debt,
it’s the American way."

Murdoch escalates war over America’s couch potatoes
(AP) - ’Whether or not Rupert
Murdoch is a Star Trek fan, his plan
to beam hundreds of TV channels
including local stations directly
into people’s homes via satellite leaves
cable television executives, gathered
for a convention here this week, wishing somebody would beam him up.
Already. Murdoch’s latest venture
a $1 billion stake in a Denverbased direct broadcast satellite comis being referred to as the
pany
"Death Star."
Even Wall Street thinks the comof
EchoStar
bination
Communications with ASItyB, the
nascent satellite television business of
Murdoch’s News Corp., makes a
potentially formidable competitor to
the $25 billion cable industry. Cable
stocks plunged 8 to 10 percent after
Murdoch’s Feb. 24 announcement.
Kenneth Goldman, a money man-

ager who watches media winpanies
for Entermcdia Growth Partners of
Denver said consumers can expect
more viewing choices than ever.
Telephone companies have scaled
back plans to compete head-to-head
with local cable systems. And
microwave-delivered "wireless cable"
has yet to evolve into the competitor
policy makers had hoped. But direct
broadcast satellite TV is cable’s
biggest nightmare.
"Cable is worried because Rupert
Murdoch has shown a willingness to
lose gobs of money to build new businesses. He takes big risks," Goldman
said. "The Murdoch deal restores a
cloud of competition that seemed to
be waning over the cable industry."
Decker Anstrom, president of the
Television
Cable
National
Association, said a message of this
week’s cable convention is "we’re

going to meet that i ,inipci it ion ss all .1
growing sense of confidence."
But in a sign of tension, the
ference scuttled a session on how
cable and direct broadcast satellite
called DRS in the
companies
industty can work together.
Of the 100 million U.S. homes
with television, about 65 million have
cable. Just 4.5 million households
have direct -broadcast satellite TV,
but the industry could grow to 21
million customers by 2001, according
to some projections.
The cable industry is about as
entrenched as the Big ’Fhree networks
were before Murdoch’s Fox television, home to "The Simpsons,"
"Married with Children" and NFL
football, shook them up. DBS is a real
threat because it’s digital and can
offer customers better sound and picture quality and more channels than

Whilh

1110-

vides s-1
DRS providers,
Plus, unlike
Murdoch says his new venture, to be
called Sky, will also offer local ’IN
programming in some markets. DRS
users today generally need to either
plug "rabbit-cars" or basic cable into
their satellite receivers to get local stations on their sets.
If Murdoch pulls this off investors
worry it would cost cable companies
subscribers. Analysts expect cable
companies will finus more on creating new local programming choices to
combat that lear.
Cox Cable Communications’ system San Diego, for instance, bought
exclusive rights to 125 Padres’ professional baseball games, which it will air
this spring on a local programming
channel it created: Channel 4.
Other

continued from page 1
Joni Thissen, co-coordinator for
the Women’s Resource Center, said
part of the security problem with the
university is that it is not designed
safely. She added that there are not
enough lights or escorts, students
have to wait a long time before they
get an escort, and escorts won’t travel
passed certain boundaries off campus.
"I sometimes feel afraid when I am
by myself on campus at night," said
public relations major Alice Walker.
"The lights aren’t bright enough."
Lt. Shannon Maloney, UPD public information officer, said the campus is relatively safe compared to the
surrounding crime areas, despite
numerous complaints from students.
"I understand some people are
unhappy with our response time, but
officers are dispatched as soon as a call
comes in," Maloney said. "We also
station our personnel in areas where a
high volume of calls are dispatched."
Maloney added that while UPD

adequately serves the needs of students, the department is always looking for new ways to make the system
more efficient.
"The Campus Safety Discussion
will provide a forum to address and
possibly resolve one of the key probsafety."
lems affecting students
Huynh said. "Caret and Pandori are
officials who can make changes to
improve security, such as, adding
more blue light phones."
Huynh added: "We encourage
anyone interested in campus security
to come and communicate safety
problems, which they are familiar
with. We can’t have a decent dialogue
if we have enour’ ,,. lent participation."
Students can also drop of written
responses at the President’s Office in
Tower Hall 201 if they are unable to
attend. For more information about
the safety discussion or to make a
reservation, students can contact
Huynh at 924-1106 or 924-1177.

Defendant admits to
involvement in
Oklahoma City bombing
NEW YORK (AP) - I imothy
McVeigh admitted his involvement
in the ()klahoma its bombing during a he detector test given by his
lawyers, Newsweek reports in this
week’s edition.
But McVeigh failed a question
about whether all his co-conspirators
are known to investigators, and that
may suggest that others were involved
in the bombing plot, the magazine
said.
The report of the test is attributed
to anonymous sources close to the
investigation.
"McVeigh confirmed his role in
blowing up the Murrah building,"
the magazine said. ... There is even
fresh confusion about whether the
FBI has tracked down all the members of the conspiracy."
It said some federal investigators
think the lie detector story may be
just a ploy by McVeigh’s lawyer,
Stephen Jones, to sow confusion
before the trial begins.
I RI spokesman Paul Bresson in

Washington declined to comment on
the report Sunday.
Jones also declined to comment
on the report, the magazine says.
Two other purported McVeigh
confessions have upset defense attorneys. They contend the confessions
reported by The Dallas Morning
News and Playboy magazine in the
past two weeks have jeopardized the
jury pool.
Last week, they asked U.S.
District Judge Richard Matsch to
throw the case out of court, delay
McVeigh’s March 31 trial for a year,
or move it out of Colorado. There
was no indication when the judge
would rule.
Jones said he was not optimistic
the judge would grant any of his
requests.
"We felt in order to protect Mr.
McVeigh’s rights we needed to file
these motions," he told The Denver
Pint for Sunday’s editons. "We’d love
to have one of three granted, but
we’re preparing for trial March 31."
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PLAY BEGINS:
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Right. Division of Technology :Au
dents in professor Mohan Kirn’,,
Instrumentation and Automation
class believe they have developed a
better rnow.e trier, The rodent
mtch arid
enters the cage,
sets off a comp,,, ,,. : ..enes of
.brig in a
relays arid motor’.
stream of flame frr,rn
mouth. Of course a live mouse is
not used, arid the real intent of the
device is to demonstrate
automation
Far right: Ken Leong adjusts his
"Jelly Bean Packaging Machine."
PHOTOS Be CHARLES SLAY
Spartan Daily

Godzilla breathes fire for open house
low industrial technoldemonstration feaogy students I )ave
tured A strobe light
Rich, Chris Warnke,
and sound system
Louis Zanudio and
that the creators
Will Zapar.
designed to activate
Rodoni said the
when a motion sendemonstration
sor detected dancrequired department
ing.
permissum because it
One of the feashot it two-fOot stream
tured demonstraof lire at the end of its
Eric Roderique, tions was the preelaborate mouse:trapKTEH rep. sentation of an eduping process.
cational CD-ROM
.1 he
Godzilla
called
"Real
mousetrap was one of the many Science," which was created by
complex senior projects on display.
KTEH-54 with the help of SJSU
"It’s kind of A culmination of .411 interns.
we learned," Rodoni said. Another
"Real science is designed to

Mou.setrap design
just one of many
inventions displayed
By Beaus Coffey

"Real science
is designed to
inspire the
imagination."

I

Spartan IfinIA Stall W,o,

1101 LI, l’XptClCd
to WU .1 lire breathing (
that
could end rodent poililt no. lint such
a device was on hand at the division
of technology’s
open
house
Wednesday.
"People are surprised when they
it," sat il
Rodoni, who
4:tu’d tin - i along with felMight

inspire the imagination," said Eric
Roderique of KTEH. "It answers a
need for K-12 students to apply science to their lives and careers."
Roderique said SJSU students
provided much of the 200 pages of
text offered in the compact disc. He
said he was very pleased with
KTEH’s involvement with SJSU.
Interior design student Leila
Louis said, "I think it’s really neat. I
was really impressed."
Joseph Yabu, a division of technology professor and coordinator of
the open house, was very pleased
with the turnout, despite concerns
about SJSU’s parking problem. "We
had a really good reception."
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Gage said the sin’ was able to keep
fins III t itt k hut was still able to
afford spendable revenite.
( ;age said he R’1011;.1111/Cd the e ttv’s
plans hr aurae wig hosi nurses, huht
ing hundreds it new whs.
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Wall low voter turnout, tiiIIWINAIIVCS
have been known to havc a good
hance, (
said.
( ;age, who is said to be extremely
ainc,sible, advertises his pager number Incele for people to reach him.
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March 20th
marks an event
worth noting Our 21st Annual
ONE DAY
SUPER SALE.
Everything, absolutely
everything, will be on
sale.. at 20,60% off!
Save on books to brushes,
frames to furniture,
kits for kids...
everything but the
fixtures is on sale.
One Day Only,
Thursday, March 20th
Don’t miss RI
Altend, rbunonled Items egelloded
011.4.1104n1rom.9 Md.!. PINCOli ilud,faa
All mon, loaned to Hock or hand

attracted many supporters.
"One of the things that I was most
impressed with was Don’s drown-toCmill «Attire and his .14.Acs.ibility to
everyone.- said Yvonne (dines, campaign volunteer and mother. "In fact,
the first tune I ever talked with him
was through Ins pager:
Maintaining that being approachable to people is what he likes most in
himself. ( ;age said he is also A good
listener and always tries to follow up
on things.
impressed with people in
oilier whit put their actions where
their words are," said Toni Wojslaw,
( ;age , ampaign volunteer.
( ;age said he tries to turn every
negative into a positive, but some tunes he gets frustrated when he has
to wait for others to we his point of
view, especially when he knows he’s
right.

A lifetime hunter, the 51 -year-old
Gage said he has been a sportsman
since childhood. Even though Gage is
not a member of the National Rifle
Association, he owns deer rifles, shotguns and target pistols, but no assault
rifles or automatic weapons.
When questioned about the
"Saturday night specials" ban that his
opponent Rosemary Kamei supports,
Gage said gun control should involve
a lot more than just banning certain
handguns. Referring to the three
strikes law, Gage said many factors go
into effective gun control. A supportive judicial system should be in place.
both locally and from the federal
level, to ensure criminals are reprimanded adequately.
"I am not against supporting gun
control, but we have to make it effective," Gage said. "Criminals can get
the guns anytime even if the law is

enforced, and that needs to be
stopped."
Gage said his interest is in increasing the criminal penalties for people
who use firearms while committing a
crime, and not to outlaw certain
kinds of weapons without putting
other effective measures in place.
Gage established South County’s first
"curfew center" in Gilroy, instrumental in creating the Anti -Crime Team
to combat gangs. Gage said kids need
tribe protected from guns and be provided with incentives to stay away
from weapons.
"I’ll carry the experience that I
have gained with me to the county."
Gage said.
Several people have influenced
Gage one way or the other, including
former supervisors Rod J. Diridon
and Suzanne Wilson. He said he is
impressed with Diridon’s tenacity
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Kann.’ has been A
if the
1.1.101.1 i Lira Valley Water District
Board since 1994. The Water district
IN 111C lInni-largrst public agency in
Salmi Clata ( :minty, and it is the
wholesale- water supplier and flood
.112,C11. V. ’<MIRA became the
lust W4,111.111 10 ht. llitiirpriSIM of the
lewd in I 995.
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SUMMER

,if Santa Clara Valley \X’ater I)istrict
lit tater’ Kamei said. "Mr involvement
evolved. I brought gui1 n hanges and
I hope I could do the same in the
1011111y,"
said.
Always putting the emphasis on
the community, KAIllel strived to
make the water district more accessible to L itizens and neighborhoods of
Santa ( :lara County.
She thought simple things, such as
going to schook and telling students
Where water conies from, made A difference.
K.’imei also worked to provide safe
drinking water, to crack down on
those who clump toxic Waste arid to
tilt wasteful spending. The district
has

Ilenef

water

raised

fates

While

Rosemary Kamei has been a board
niember.
Kanici’s position in the water ills
trict fostered her interests in environmental issues.
nvironmental Mlle, are hot buttons for developers And environmentalists.

rhere is a fine balance between
economic development and providing
safeguards for the county’s ecosyslcOls.
Kaniei thinks her experience as a
Morgan Hill planning commissioner
will help her deal with this issue.

"I know how important it is to
balance develtipment and environmental pron., non," Kamei said. "You
have to be responsible. Once you
develop. ti is hard to go back."
Balancing is fiot tie only thing
Kamei learned in the past. She is a
businesswoman, too. While running
the family nursery business in
Morgan Hill, she noticed a lot of
issues cross over different fields from
small community Issues to the larger
county issues
Family planning, pro-choice rights
and women’s health is high on
Kanici’s political agenda.
"families have rights to make their
own personal decisions." Kamci
explained her pro -choice stand.
Women have these rights. Karnei
%Aid.
KAnun

choices

011

WAIIIN
1,,Ilts

expand families’
such as health and

10

Stilt e she owns her own nursing
home, welfare reform IS A priority
issue for Kamci.
Not only is community health and
welfare an issue for ’Corset, but community safety Is as well.
Kamei supports banning the sale
of cheap "Saturday Night Special"
handguns. She believes it is necessary
to create partnerships with schools,
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and organi/at lona] skills and Wilson’s
ability to get along with people.
Sig Sanchez, who served the county from 1963 to 1978 and whom
Gage refers to as the last conservative
in the county, has been like a mentor
to him he 1.11d.
The silver screen duke, John
Wayne, has left a lasting impression
on Gage. Representing truth, justice
and all that’s f, or, Wayne managed to
reach across tti all his fans, including
Gage, by being the "good guy."
"I look at the qualities of a lot of
people," Gage said.
Gage, married with four children
and a grandchild. hopes to run for a
second term as County Supervisor, if
he wins on March 18, and then retire
in about six years.
"I don’t see myself going any further," he said.

the World Wide Web at...
http://conted.sisu.odu
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businesses and law eniOrcement officials to keep guns out of the hands of
youths.
She hopes to provide after -se hool
activities to reduce juvenile L t me and
keep schools safe. KAITlei W.1111, to
strengthen law enforcement to s tAkk
down gangs and increase aini.drug
and anti -gang programs.
Spreading these ideas has to it been
easy. Kamei finds that the short six
weeks she has had to ampaign Ion the
run-off election has made it hard to
do a good job with public its"(My) whole campaign is squeezed
into six weeks, and it’s difficult,"
Katlic! said. "We hope people see how
important it is to Lorne out and vote.
It is a privilege. And I want to tell
people who I am and how I :on going
to change the county."
Katlic’ has hewn spending Anon I S
hours every day with campaign staff
to encourage voters Iv tailing, walking and
sending information
throughout the neighbeirhoods.
Jorge Flores, KAMel’s ca mixt ign
manager, explained that the major
vehicle in campaign advertising is
different from the vehicle used to
advertise selling of products.
"II’,
KAITICI
said.
"Raising money is always t hallenging,
too. Because of Prop. 20t4, there are A
Of restrictions anti dill’’, tilt rules.
We try to figure out what’s going on."
Prop. 208 fLassed Iasi tall, and it
has many resin, lions, especially with
election rules they arc not familiar
with.
No matter how daft, lilt things arc.
KARICI will not give up t ming to bring
good changes to the county
Whether Kamei can reflect her
broad experience in the ,o1.111V is in
voters’ hands. Regardinj, :h is election,
KARICI sends a message to the campus.
"I’d like to see young prople
involved in political progress." Kamci
said. "It is the first step to change thc
community. You’ll be a yoke."
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
IMMO no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there my gurintee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of peid advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
PEET’S COFFEE IN TEA
retail Sales
We are currently interviewing for
retail sales positions for our new
El Paseo de Saratoga store. openmg
in March. Benefits include medical,
dental. 401(k), vision, vacation,
sick, discounts, & promotional
opportunities. To apply. visit Our
Camden Pan store (2035 Camden
Avenue in San Jose) or our Los
Gatos store (7981 Blossom Hill
Road). We encourage applications
from people of all ages, races
and ethnic backgrounds.

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN
SJSU is seeking a part time 120 hr/
wk) computer technician to work in
the Unsersity Advancement Division.
Duties nclude: Setup & maintenance
of division networks: Conduct short
informational training sessions;
Act as help desk for division staff;
Coordinate jobs done by off-site
programmer. Requires 2 years Mac
OS experience. Please apply in the
SJSU Human Resources Office
(WS 170) Satin s $1265-$1,585 me.
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS
and TEACHERS for school -age
and preschool child care. Full
Time & Part Time. 6 15 ECE or
related units. For more info:
cal Mary 0 298-3888.
RETAIL SALES-MAUA LUGGAGE
has P/T sales position. Flex. nrs.
Great pay, Professional environment. Apply Valley Fair Mall or
call Cindy 4082447370.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. Flying
TEEN LEADERSHIP PROGRAM Pig Pub. 78 So. first St Must work
Ccercfnator.Pattime.6060his/mo. ore day shift. Apply 3-5 pm daily.
Must have car & nsurance.
HANDS-061 EXPERIENCED
$8- $10/r. E.O.E
PC & MAC TECHNICIANS
971-6000
To load & configure applications.
Windows 95 & NT Windows.
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
*Troubleshoot hardware software
Eam $6/hr plus 510/hr in tips.
Deliver from best Si restaurants. & networks.
Flexible hours. Great for Students! Good communication skills to
interface customers.
Need own car.
20 hrs/wk school year - 40
Call Dine IN @9983463 now.
hrs/wk other- $13.75/hr.
TUTOR, COMPUTER. MAC format. If qualified, get resume to Obi Sean
Am close to SJSU & have own equip Engineering. Mail Box ENG. 485.
vent. Thank you. Bob 984-4086. E-mail: rsillan@email.sjsu.edu
Fax: 924-3883. Call: 924-3928.
YMCA SLIMIER DAY CAMP JOBSI
If you like the outdoors, like CHILI’S BAR II GRILL in search
working with children & teens. & of Foodservers and Hosts with
have special skills in camping, restaurant experience. Friendly,
games, crafts, sports or drama. team oriented people apply in
onside a Summer Job at the YMCA! person Monday through Thursday,
between 2pm-4fin. 2980 Stevens
Positions Available:
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.
DIRECTORS
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
SECURITY
LEADERS
F/T & P/T - Will Train
Please call your local Y for more
Day. Swing & Grave Shifts
detailed information an application.
Permanent & Short Term lobs
CerMal YMCA - 298-1717
ABCOM Private Security
(San Jose & Sala Clara)
408-247-4827.
*Southwest YMCA- 3701877
(too Gatos. Saratoga)
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
Northwes-t YMCA- 2577160
(Cupertino, Santa Clara. Sunnyvale) FT & PT positions avail, in busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
*South Val* YMCA - 2269E22
avail, flex hours. $7,50-$8.00/hr,
(South San Jose)
fielpitaseBerryessa ‘MICA -9450019 to start. Must be 18+ yrs. Ask for
Wendy or Julia: 733.9446
(Milpitas)
Mt. Madoma YMCA -7790208
GENERAL HELP, Small Mattress
(Morgan Hill)
Store near SJSU. Informal atmosINTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT phere, jean OK. FT/PT flexible
Teach basic conversational English hours. Will train. Ed 885-0698.
abroad! Get Me ’cede eceeIce fricing
work in Japan, Taiwan. & S. Korea. GRAYSTONE Child Development
For information: 1-206971 3570 Clr. looking for teacher qualified
ext. 160417. (We are a research & Person to work part-time from
1:30- 6:00 pm. Must have at
Publishing company)
least 12 ECE units. Located in
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK Almaden Valley area. Offer great
at remodeled "4th & Santa Clara benefits. Contact Michelle at
Chevron". Full or Part -Time 408697-1980.
available with flexible hours.
MANAGER TRAINEES
Please call 2956964.
No experience necessary. Will
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
PRIMARY PLUS
base+ corn. Corp seeks energetic
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teacriers, Ades FT /)9
People for management, Start
now. 6291241.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE. Call 370.0357.
61600 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MORTGAGE BROKER TRAINEE, mailing our circulars. Begin now.
Entry Level . Excellent opportunity For info call 301-4291326.
to work in the financial industry.
Jennifer Trujillo. Alumna of San
Jose State @408.3719911
PART non POSITIONS $9/HR.
2 3 week proatct EASY WORK.
(408) 8481023. Ask for Mike

143#9-rioN

NO BEING THE HOUSEGUEST
OF A FAMOUS SPORTS FIGURE
IS NOT AN OCCUPATION.

PlioNE: 924-3277

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
near Ightrall 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose,

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
school age day care program
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. FIT
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE.
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can make up to $2460/
TEACHERS/JUDES/Camp Larders mo. + benefits (room & board)
Elem sch. age recreation program) Call Alaska information Services:
P/T from 26 tirn MF dzirg the sch.
1-800207-5365 ext. A60418.
F/f during summer camp program.
Excellent salary. no ECE req. Los
EARN EXTRA CASH II
up to $120/week!
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
Become a Sperm Donor.
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
school year? Call for summer employ Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
life guards & camp leaders).
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M -F, 8.5pm.
CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT
Windows NT Training Company ISO
motivated Telemarketing rep. LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
$10/hr Flex Hrs. 408-987-2260 seeking customer service representatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
or email telejobstrnvsbinc.com
+ bonus Will train. Call David H.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED SP 408-4418600.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Students needed in the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings. for egg donation. Desperate Asia,
Call today 1-415-968-9933. couples need your help to conceive.
International Bartenders School. Can you help? Ages 21 29,
non-smoker, healthy & resporsible.
$3,000 stipend and exPanses IKKL
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Other &incites also needed. Please
Receptionist. Office Clerk
cal WWFC 1 5108209495.
Sales. Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
COMPUTERS ETC
Cal 408/942.8888w
Fax to 408/9428280
SHARP PC 3020 laptop includes:
Electrons Staffing Services,E0E
the Etherlink. Modem Card. Color
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milptas
Screen, Windows 95 and more.
Hwy 680 exit tentless Ave. turn
A must see. Contact Delic 408
left at Clear Lake Ave.
322-5493 or 408-4649619 msg,
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality.
REFURBISHED MACS
dropm play center for 2-12 yr
BEST PRICES!!
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave OH
environment. Benefits avail. Apply or
Menlo Park. CA 94025
person at KidePark:
Ph: (800)8005115
Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thomwood Dr., Si
FAX: (415) 306-1120
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. SJ
MAC llsi, et, cx
At the HUB, 510-792-9997
POWER MACS
39102 Argonaut Way. Fremont
5200, 6214, 6100
NEW Westgate Mall
MAC LC580
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers
POSTAL JOBS
Up to 115.29/Yr cis benefts.
4153398377 248s.
PART-TIME TELEMARKETING
Position available, for Investment
Firm. Mon. Fri. Flexible hours.
(Morning & Afternoon) $10.00 per
la plus bonus’. Call 408/2876670
for an interview.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefts!
Calla appii in person, McrtSun 77.
4286 5880.5580 Medal he
Between WI Carte rridParignoor,
behind the Card arid Piety Sen. St

SERVICES

FINANCIAL AID

MAC Parlance 621811Notebook WRITING ASSISTANCE any
150 both w/modems. Great cond. subject. Why suffer and get poor
Must sell be. msg 4086954996
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
WORD PROCESSING research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing Convenient Peninsula location.
Theses, term papers, group Dissertation/thesis specialist.
projects. resumes. All formats Samples & references available.
including APA. Fax available. Chinese & other languages
Experienced, dependable, quick spoken. Foreigners welcome(
return. Almaden/Branham For free tips. tools and ideas on
area. Call Linda 408-264-4504. how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci-plus.com
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes, Reports. etc. Regular email: acKeinetcom.com
20+ Years Experience
Call for free phone consultation:
Medical/Legal Transcription
(415) 525-0505...sek for Daniel.
Services Available.
Reasonable Rates
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Typing
CALL (408) 272-1552.
Writing Editing
Spreadsheet &Database Design.
Desktop Publishing.
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term Bookkeeping PC Support
Reasonable Rates
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
448-8119
Resumes. All Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ as Exp. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
FROFESSIONOIL WORD PROCESSING. excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
247-2681, 8am.13pm.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
510489-9794 (Bus/Res/Meg)
Call Bill at 408-2986124.
Word Processing & Editing
Bah Acalemic/Bus. Work Accepted
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Reports Theses MLA/11JR/6
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Expert in APA Format
WP 5.1/60- Laser Printer
Metaphysical. Astrological,
Meditation Classes.
7 (Joys a Week 7:00am 900pm
Gnostic Western Tradition.
RELIABLE- FAST- ACCURATE.
Call (408)978-8034.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
our specialty. Laser printing. editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
APA, Turabian and other formats. Essays, letters, application
Resumes. editing, graphics statements, proposals, reports
and other services available on etc. For more into, please call
either WordPerfect or Word. Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Masterson’s Word Processing. VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
cati Paul a Virginia 408.251-0449.

TUTORING
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
ENGLISH TUTOR
papers, thesis, resumes, group
Speaking, Reading and Writ ing
projects. etc. Have a typewriter
Credentialecl H.S. Teacher.
to complete your applications for
Call (408)978.8034.
med/law school. etc. Will transcribe
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public. BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Call Anna at 972-4992.
Statistics- Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic inorganic
FUNDRAISING
English: Speak - Read Write
FAST RJNDRAISER Raise 4500 Spanish: Hablar Leer Escribir
in 5days Greeks. Groups. Clubs. Call: Mike 408,2987576
Motivated Individuals Fast, Easy Email myera182880aol.com
No Financial Obligation.
1 800862 1982 ed 33
SPORTS/THRILLS

SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Dori t
INSURANCE
limit your possibilities for financial
aid! Student Financial Service
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
profiles over 2000.000+ individual
Special Student Programs
awards from private & public sectors. Call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
F60418. ( We are a research 8.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
publishing company)
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
SCHOLARSHIPS
FREE QUOTE
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW
NO HASSLE
Surf. www.scholarship4u.corn
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 2
Call: 800NIIBASE2. 4086298941
siscelscholarshrp4u.com

DAILY CIASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

100% PURE ADRENALINE,
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandeni. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510434.7575.

APINQUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
(hay $57 00 pf,..r year
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs
For info call 1 800-655-3225.

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

SANDWICH MAKERS 67.00 HR
Wel Muff,, 10arn2pri Sourdough
Eatery. 848 N. First. St Sanlose

Print your ad here.

LOCAL FIRM SEEKS STUDENTS
for bldg. surveys at SJSU Part
time. Min 4 his per week Flex.
$8 per hr. Call 282-1500.

UILICICIUUCW:11LE:QIULIUUUCQUILJUCII:LIUIZICCI

DATA ENTRY Type 45 won. Good
computer skills. Day, evening.
weekend hours available. Flexible
schedule. Human resources
experience a plus. $7 $8 per
hour, Fax resume to 984-4873

LICILIULFZUCIULILILLILIULICILIULILIULILICCILICCILI

GREATER Opportunities Program
Positions: Management. Direct
Care. Support Specialist, Paid
Roommate, & More! Flexible hours,
P/T & F/T Cal 408/2.4114484.
WORLDWIDE COMPUTER Menufacturer looking for talented sales
reps. $10/hr.+ Comm. + Benefits.
Fax: 408.982-0818. E-mail:
robsermos corn
YOU NEED A XXI WITH A FUTLREI
We will tram you tor a fu, I me
position with our nationwide firm
We offer
*Weekly Pay incentives
Monthly Bonuses
Competrtwe Wages
Grcuprate Hearth Care
*Complete Management Training
You must be career minded.
(That’s 811 Call 408.345.3936

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$9
$7
4 lines
$10
$S
$6
$9
S11
5 lines
Si
6 lines
$10
$12
$S
$1 for each additional line

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by SI Per day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines. $90
3-9 lines. $70
15-19 lines- $110

Five

Mann.

Days
$13 city Sam
$14
PAnnle
$15
$16
Send check or money order ID:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San icee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Fientel Hall, Room 209
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid U No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announoements’
Lost and Found"
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
C,ompulers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportundies

Rental Housing
Shared Houser
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scfalardips

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 One ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DB H209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

FOR RENT

HEALTH & BEAUTY

NEED TO SUBLET
LOOKING FOR ROOMS TO SUBLET
to Students in Silicon Valley for
this Summer. Call Darrel Stem
(408)748-5117.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your awn Prate or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. Sri, Jose.
247-7486

OW

CLERK it TYPIST POSITIONS
Si law firm benefits/parking.
Windows/W.1/ Typing Exp. pref.
Hardworking. Team Player a must.
Fax resume: J. Dotage 2965799.

LOOKING FOR WORK???
Hundreds of job listings
available in the
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
Visit us in BC 13 to get access.

FOR SALE

FAA’: 924-3282

ATTN: STAFF/FACULTY: 700 sq.
ft. 1 berm, Queen Ann mansion
totally restored. Murphy bed in
living room. No pets. Non smoker.
$1000/mo. Avail April 1. 418 S.
3rd St. Applications avail. Apt 3.
See to appreciate. Call 2944799.

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
1 BORN APT FOR 1 PERSON, no receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
&Peuttsil.Sp7fid./5m
th&$6WReedcle.
+
2P69P7ar040king Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 L
Campbell Ave. 417. Campbell.
28DRIEAPARRAINT-$900/MO.
(408) 379-3600.
Security type building
Secure Parking
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Close In
Super Blue Green Algae
Modern Building
Reported Benefits include:
Laundry Room
*Improved Concentration
Increased Energy
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
Weignt control
(408)737-2702

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM 6290+ UN. In quiet home
Safe area. Unfurn bdrm. Share
bath. No smoke/drugs. For quiet,
responsible male student. Blossom
Hill/Camden. 408.723,3060.

TRAVEL
EUROPE $249
Within USA 879-8129.
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywherel airrittchainetcom.coni
vawr.isicom.fr/aahrtch/
415-834-9192 cst pending.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when melds*
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for good, cr services.
In addition, readers should
carehdly Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vocations or merchandise.

Daily
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Melville sea
captain
5 Everglades. e q
10 "Clan of the
Cave Bear"
heroine
14 Solt drink
15 Powdered
chocolate
16 Channel marker
17 Tresses
18 Medicinal plan,.
19 Great 20 Jog or bike
22 Sandal feature,.
24 Hirt and Gore
25 Antitoxin
27 Art of paper
folding
31 Sideways
35 Kitchen utensil
36 Fake
38 Roman emperor
39 GI’s address
43 Protein in
fingernails
43 Type of jazz
44 Singer Home
46 Christen
47 Entertain
49 Relieve
51 Thought up
53 Goes on a sea
voyage
55 Writer Fleming
56 Wickerwork
59 Candy on a stick
64 Toward shelter
65 Dodge adroitly
67 Tree trunk
68 Fly high
69 Spooky
70 Purposes
71 Not polluted
72 Become ready
for harvest
73 Drive away
Ibirds etc 1

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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gong
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DOWN
Pain
Prank
"I cannot tell -"
Artillery fire
Break
Miseries
Farm units
Throng
Deli meat
Tummy
Chinese
money unit
Yearn
Votes in favor
Singer
Petula - Small shelter
Glad
Florida city
Boxer’s
boundaries
Presses
No anyahu’s
country
Picture puzzle

33 Got up
34 Walked with a
swinging gad
37 Bad actor
41 Certain
professional
42 Pertaining to
ships
45 Somber
48 Suburbair
vehicle
50 Battery size
52 Soprano
Farrell
54 Drink noisily
56 Coarse file
57 Baseball family
name
58 Rip
60 "Garfield"
pooch
61 Lllturiorri .
62 Butter
substitute
63 Mexican coin
66 Luau souvenir
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Apple outlines
’narrower’ focus
By Laura Latrarini
Spartan Daily Downtown Edttor
Apple announced its plans Friday
to pare itself down to its very core
with 4,100 employee layoffs in the
hopes of becoming a leaner, meaner
successful company.
The layoffs will include 2,700 fulltime employees and 1400 temporary/contract employees.
Full-time employees will be provided with severance packages, temporary and contract workers will be
left to shift for their own. On a conference call to financial analysts and
reporters, Apple CEO Gilbert Amelio
forecasted that the layoffs will Occur
before the end of the second quarter,
which will be by the end of March.
Amelio commented in his news
conference call Friday about those
employees about to be laid off: "We
have a lot of great people ... unfortunately whose jobs will he given up ...
These people will be in demand."
Amelio tried to reassure that those
talented employees will be snapped
up by other computer firms.
An estimated $155 million will be
written off 21 layoff and contract cancellation expenses in the second quarter. Fred Anderson, chief financial
officer for Apple, announced during
Friday’s conference call, that "...we
will generate lower revenues significantly, than those we achieved in our
first fiscal quarter." Anderson

in the elections with all of its 17 candidates, three positions of which were
contested including Batuhan, winning seats.
The Party’s Meghan Horrigan was
71 votes better than her opponent,
Rafael Chavez Jr., by bringing in 628
votes to capture the director of
California state affairs position. SJSU
Party member Chris Constantin won
his scat as the director of Intercultural
Affairs with 745 votes topping
Rendra Busuki’s 434 votes.

San

Jose

In other election results:
Three write-in candidates for the
five available A.S. academic senator
positions were submitted and are
going to be reviewed for eligibility
before taking a seat. Their names will
be disclosed after the review.
Measure F, which tacks on an
additional $6 to the existing transportation student fee, was the only
measure out of six to pass in the elections. Voters overwhelmingly favored
the measure, that would bring the
total amount of transit fees to $23.50,
with 1,199 students votinf, for the
increase and 345 voting against.

State

continued from page 1
where people could throw away
trash that otherwise would be
hauled off to the dump. Residents
threw away old toilets, lawn chairs
and just about anything that was
taking up space.
Art Ramirez, of San Jose Parks
and Recreation, was monitoring
the corner of Sixth and Reed. He
made sure neighbors did not
throw away hazardous materials
such as oils and paints in the
bends.
"People can throw away refrigerators, tires and anything they
want except hazardous materials,"
Ramirez said.
Sorority members of Alpha Phi
came out to lend a hand for the
clean-up. Several members spread
out and volunteered by repainting
red fire hydrant curbs.
Janet Armstrong, a junior
majoring in broadcast journalism,
was one of the Alpha Phis who had
her work cut out for her. She shoveled and swept out the gutters so
her sisters could repaint the curbs.
Their house is located on 10th
street, and they said the "crackdown" is needed.
"It’s bad where we live. We’re
totally not allowed to walk by ourselves, and girls are always getting

haggled by bums for money,"
Armstrong said.
Dennis Nicholson was busy
pulling weeds and raking out trash
at Lowell Elementary. He said this
was needed because there was a lot
of trash he never really noticed.
Nicholson, 21, has lived in the
area for about a month at
Pathway, a group home for young
men.
As the older people worked to
clean up the community, there
were many things to keep the
younger ones busy. There was a
mini -carnival with a ring-toss, face
painting and an inflatable jumping
bag to keep them entertained.
McCarson’s
son
Carmen
played the games as she raked the
trash out of the playground. She
lives on 12th street and her son
attends Lowell Elementary.
"I think this is a good idea. Too
bad a lot of the neighborhood
interest is elsewhere," she said.
McCarson said residents of the
community need to become more
involved.
Project Crackdown is a neighborhood improvement program
that helps the community revitalize their neighborhoods. The
south campus office is located at
Notre Dame High School. For
more information call 277-4045.

Psychologist: (M.’s bond with children strong
SANTA ANA, Calif. (Al’)
Psychological tests in the 0.J.
Simpson custody case show he can be
impulsive but displays more selfrestraint when it comes to his children.
1 he I6 -page, court -ordered report
obtained by The Orange County
Register served is the cornerstone in
Superior Court Judge Nancy Wieben
Stock’s deckion to return Simpson’s
minor children to him.
Sydney, I I, and Justin Simpson,
8, would suffer a signilisant rotor in n.

Il
it they remained with their
maternal grandparents, Louis and
luditha Brown; and after losing their
mother, the children were in danger
of losing intimacy with their lather,
court -appointed psychologist Jeffrey
M. lallOW Wrote.
"Rernaining at the home of their
grandparents is likely to reinforce the
impression their father is either dangerous, uncaring, inadequate or emotionally diStaill IMIll thent. I hut. Mete
WOUld lie an additional psychological
1.111oW Wroll’ in the report.

AUTHENTIC
AT

SPARTAN DAILY

San Jose State University student Jim Lopes helped to paint curbs
along Reed Street Saturday afternoon as part of the Proiect Crackdown
Community Cleanup. Lopes was part of a group of about six students
from the Chi Epsilon Civil Engineering Society taking part in the clean up.
PHOTO BY ARIC CRABS Spartan Daily

The report offers the greatest
detail yet on the closed guardianship
case that has led to a recall drive
against the judge. The report may
shed new light on the caustic tug-ofwar for the two children as it moves
toward the appellate court.
Simpson was acquitted of killing
his ex-wife Nicole Brown Simpson
and her friend Ronald Goldman in a
1994 knife attack, but a civil jury last
month found him responsible for
their deaths.
Ms. Simpson’s parents recently

POINT TO THE FENCE. AND MEAN IT.

NIKE
FACTORY
STORE

University

Crackdown

explained that a "traditional seasonal
softness" (slower computer sales) and
a surplus of inventory that was sold at
a reduced price were the causes for
the loss in expected revenues.
They did not announce the size of
the loss at the conference call.
Amelio outlined a "narrower"
business focus for Apple.
"The top priorities guiding our
reorganization are the rapid delivery
of distinctive products for our loyal
business, education, and home customers, and the development of a
robust next -generation operating system to carry them into the future."
Amelio said.
Amelio reiterated that Apple
would continue to support its OS
operating system, education and the
publishing markets. Apple is still successful in the publishing and education markets.
In addition to peeling away personnel the following technologies will
be cut from Apple: OpenDoc,
CyberDog, Open Transport, Games
Sprockets, AIX UNIX platforms,
Quickdraw GX, Video confcrcncing,
Mae OS tools, and Pippin.
Amelio defended the cuts in
research and development with an
explanation that Apple still spends
more than most PC companies such
as Compaq, Gateway and Dell. Apple
spends 5 percent of its sales rewnues
on research and development.

Election
continued from page 1

Monday, March 17, 1997

PRICES
THE OUTLETS AT GILROY / TAKE HWY 101 TO LEAVESLEY ROAD EXIT TO 152 WEST
MON-FRI 10AM-9PM, SAT 9AM-9PM, SUN 10AM-6PM (408) 847-4300.

filed a notice to appeal Stock’s Dec.
20 decision.
Simpson was able to "stand back
from a conflict when in the parental
role and to give himself time to calm
down before taking action," the
report said.
Lulow said Simpson was potentially impulsive, but his capacity for
empathy was higher than that of
either Louis or Juditha Brown. 1.ulow
also wrote that Simpson’s bond with
his children was stronger than that of
the Browns.

